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Abstract:
The paper mainly focuses on the design of propagation impairment in Ka band with
suitable fade mitigation techniques. The Ka band is gorgeous because it compromises
wider bandwidth, higher data rates and smaller component sizes. Higher frequencies
obligate more propagation difficulties. In this study, the rainfall data are collected for
the five locations in Myanmar. The lack of satellite propagation studies in Myanmar,
particularly for higher frequencies of Ka band. Consequently, a proposed prediction
model of rain attenuation in Malaysia is engaged and tested, in order to determine the
rain attenuation of slant and terrestrial path. All of these attenuations could reduce the
performance of satellite propagation. With the verifications of the proposed model
using International Telecommunication Union Radio Communication Sector (ITU-R);
it is possible to improve the efficiency of satellite communication in Malaysia with an
improved design for future broadband and multimedia satellite. The objective of this
study is the Fade Mitigation Technique (FMT) for satellite communication systems
operating at Ka band. The analysis is based on the ITU-R model in term of the
attenuation causing by atmospheric gases and rain and prediction is done by using
MATLAB GUI..
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1. Introduction
The introduction of your article is organized as a funnel that begins with a

definition of why the experiment is being performed and ends with a specific
statement of your research approach. And it highlights controversial and diverging
hypotheses when necessary.

A communication satellite is principally an electronic communication package
placed in orbit whose major objective is to initiate or assist communication
transmission of information or message from one point to another through space. The
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information transferred most often corresponds to voice (telephone), video
(television), and digital data [1,2,3,4,5].

Communication encompasses the transfer of information between a source and
a destination. An obvious example of information transfer is through terrestrial
media, through the use of wire lines, coaxial cables, optical fibers, or a combination of
these media. Notwithstanding the developments in the technology, commercial
providers are prohibited from fashioning and launching satellites at will. Regardless
of these limitations, commercial Satellite provides valuable information on
meteorology, agriculture, forestry, geology, environmental science, and other
capacities. Commercial communications resources have consumed along with the
development of satellite television, radio, and navigation, and telecommunications,
service [6,7,8,9,10,11,12].

Rain attenuation at Ka-band is a unembellished occurrence that significantly
impairs satellite communications at these frequencies. Numerous adaptive
reimbursement techniques have been particularized to frustrate its effects and most
repeatedly applied one at a time. The up-to-date utilization of altered techniques was
reported in a united methodology. Such an integrated approach is methodically
investigated in a shortened consequence and will be publicized to accomplish a very
operational solution, making the Ka-band spectrum completely available for
broadband satellite applications and network-centric systems [13].

Determination and quantification of the requirements of satellite communication
technologies in the tropical regions are significant to optimize service quality,
predominantly in the Malaysian region. Furthermore, the investigations on current
satellite propagation models were carried out at comfortable regions whose
conservational characteristics are considerable different from those in Malaysia. This
metamorphosis concentrates these propagation models inappropriate and immaterial
to tropical regions as a whole. The link characteristics observations and performance
analysis with propagation measurements done in tropical region to afford an precise
database concerning rain and power arches supply (PAs) attenuations in the tropics
for mobile circumstances was presented. Henceforth, a postponement for enlightening
the enactment assessment and analysis of satellite/transmission has been
accomplished. The Malaysia propagation measurement for mobile scenario
(Malaysia-PMMS) empowers immediate coarse estimation and attenuation
investigation, because the attenuation consequential from rain and PAs develops
straightforwardly acquiescent for measurement. Parallel to that, the measured
attenuation has been associated with that of the computer-generated output at noise
floor level. The essential investigative tool is confirmed by measurements explicit at
tropical region, for dynamic model of mobile satellite links functioning at higher than
10GHz [14].

The opportunity of consuming on‐board antennas with improved directivity is
gorgeous for satellite systems whose coverage area is segmented into spot beams for
frequency reallocation or regional services. Perhaps, the W band is gorgeous for fixed
satellite services (FSS), exclusively for geostationary high‐throughput systems
(HTSs), in which the use of such frequencies for the feeder link (i.e. large available
bandwidth) could diminish suggestively the number of gateways with respect to Ka
and Q/V bands. As for profound space missions, the key driver for the interest in
using frequencies in the Ka to W bands is the conceivable increase in the on‐board
antenna gain regarding the values at X band measured for current or planned missions.
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The shortcoming of expending electromagnetic waves at frequencies in Ka, Q, V and
W bands is the certain impact of the impairments instigated by the troposphere.
Consequently, the design of TLC systems at such frequencies, and especially
satellite‐based ones, cannot depend on the conventional methodology of basically
conveying an extra power margin to frustrate atmospheric fades. The all-
encompassing use of fade mitigation techniques (FMTs), such as link power control
(LPC), site diversity or on‐board adaptive power allocation, from the propagation
side, adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) and data rate adaptation (DRA), from
the telecommunication side, is obligatory [14].

2. Signal Impairments in Ka Band
The satellite systems not only have got to face variable load multimedia traffic, but

also variable channel conditions and large propagation delays. The variability in
operating conditions is in line for both to variations in the traffic loads and to the
signal attenuation on the satellite links, caused by adversative atmospheric events,
which predominantly affect the transmissions in the Ka band (20-30 GHz). The
performance of satellite systems operating in the Ka bands principally hinge on the
propagation appearances of the transmission medium.

Some of the supreme significant troposphere propagation effects are

Attenuation

Depolarization

Scintillation

2.1. Rain Attenuation
Rain attenuation is the prevailing propagation impairment at Ka band frequencies.

Attenuation on satellite propagation paths is mostly instigated by several atmospheric
components: gases, water vapor, clouds, and rain. The propagation characteristics of
the atmosphere that supreme powerfully influence the fixed satellite service (FSS)
systems are related to rain. Rain on a satellite path origins fading, or rain attenuation.
The attenuation in dB is jaggedly comparative to the square of the operating
frequency. Rain attenuation, initiated by scattering and absorption by the water
droplets, is one of the supreme ultimate limitations to the performance of satellite
communication links in the Ka band, instigating large variations in the received signal
power, with little probability and several unexpected changes. Rain attenuation is a
function of frequency, elevation angle, polarization angle, rain intensity, raindrop size
distribution and raindrop temperature. Frequency scaling of rain attenuation is
principally strong-minded by the raindrop size distribution and the rain intensity, and
consequently, the fade ratio is predictable to differ from the type of rain.

2.2. Scintillation
Scintillation states the speedy fluctuations of signal amplitude and phase.

Scintillation increases with the increase of frequency, decrease of elevation angle, and
decrease of the antenna diameter. Amplitude fluctuations are also convoyed by a
phase fluctuation. The effects are frequently perceived in satellite links and might
befall either in the ionosphere, due to changes in free electron density, and in the
atmosphere, because of changes in pressure, humidity, temperature, etc. Humidity
fluctuations are additional significant, the result is random deprivation and enrichment
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in signal amplitude and phase received on a satellite-earth link, over and above
degradation in performance of large antennas, which can be observed in particular in
synthetic-aperture radars. Scintillation can befall with or without fading on the path;
the former is identified as dry scintillation and the latter as wet scintillation since it is
convoyed by rain on the path. Scintillation, nevertheless, becomes important for low
fade margin systems operating at high frequencies and low elevation angles under
unadorned scintillation conditions fade rates of several dB/s can be anticipated.

2.3. Depolarization
The supreme momentous origins of cross polarization on earth-space paths are rain

and ice-cloud depolarization, which obligate the same frequency dependence at
frequencies below 30 GHz. Depolarization is frequently robust for fixed linear
polarization with a tilt angle of +/- 45 deg. and for circular polarization.
Depolarization is regularly diminished for horizontal polarization and for vertical
polarization. These immoderations happen for linear polarization because the axes of
symmetry for raindrops and ice crystals are concerned with nearly vertically or
horizontally. On the propagation path, the main sources of this depolarization at
millimeter wave frequencies are absorption and scattering by hydrometeors in the
troposphere, peak universally in rainstorms. Such coupling arises from antenna
imperfections and atmospheric depolarization initiated by precipitation particles. At
Ka band frequencies rain depolarization becomes significant only at fade levels in
excess of about 10 dB. Rain depolarization is a meaning of the polarization angle,
elevation angle, frequency, and rain attenuation. Differential phase shift and
differential attenuation instigated by nonspherical scatterers (e.g., raindrops and ice
crystals) cause signal depolarization.

3. Rain Fade Mitigation Techniques
Fixed line-of-site satellite refurbishment techniques can be divided into two types or

classes.

Power restoral, does not amend the uncomplicated signal format in the process of
restoring the link.

Signal modification restoral, is realized by transforming the uncomplicated
characteristics of the signal. Signal characteristics include carrier frequency,
bandwidth, data rate, and coding scheme.

3.1. Signal Modification Restoral Techniques
The second common sort of link restoral involves the amendment of the

communications signal characteristics to recognize performance enhancement in the
occurrence of link fading and their path degradations. Contrasting the techniques
deliberated beforehand, which do not alter the straightforward signal format in the
progression of restoring the link, signal modification methods employ signal
processing to recover link performance.

There are certain signal modification restoral techniques deliberated satellite
communications in Ka band,

Frequency diversity;

Bandwidth reduction;
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Time diversity;

Adaptive Forward Error Correction (FEM);

Adaptive Coded Modulation (ACM);

3.2. Adaptive Coded Modulation (ACM)
Source encoding is right convenient for reducing the bit error rate (BER) on digital

communication links, predominantly those involving time division multiple access
(TDMA) architectures. Coding gain of up to 8 dB can be accomplished with forward
error correction (FEC) coding schemes. FEC improvement in BER, nevertheless, is
completed by a reduction in sampling rate or in throughput on the link. On TDMA
links subject to rain attenuation or other degradation effects, adaptive FEC can
provide a comparatively efficient way to restore link accessibility during attenuation
periods.

Adaptive FEC can be realized in numerous ways on TDMA links. Mostly, an
insignificant aggregate of the communications link capacity is detained in
replacement and is apportioned, as desirable, for the additional coding to those links
experiencing attenuation. The end-to-end link data rate remnants constant, for the
reason that the extra capacity accommodates the additional coding bits needed for
increased coding.

The excess capacity can be encompassed at the TDMA burst level, or at the TDMA
frame level. Adaptive coded modulation (ACM) techniques engaging several
arrangements of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) have been anticipated for
restoration of fading channels subject to slow and frequency selective fading .These
techniques are of limited use for fixed line of- site satellite communications links, for
the reason that they are concentrated to wireless mobile and cellular channels, where
the primary propagation degradations are multipath, scattering, blockage, and
shadowing, and not rain attenuation or tropospheric scintillation.

3.3. Governing Equations
To enhanced appreciate the adjacent connection between the rain countermeasure

on a faded earth station and the residual population in clear sky we established a
abridged two-cochannel beams model that is conveyed in the following section.

Rain Attenuation Impairments on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

The receiver system temperature can be evaluated as:

(1)

where TA is the antenna temperature, LpreRX is the passive section loss (from the
antenna to the receiver), TAmb is the ambient temperature (working temperature of the
passive section), and TeqRX is the effective input noise temperature of the receiver.

The closure of the link budget requires a minimum Signal-to-Noise value that in the
following we will consider in terms of symbol energy over noise spectral density:

(2)

3.4. Rain Attenuation Impairments on the Signal-to-Noise- Plus-Interference Ratio
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In a multibeam system with frequency reuse, several beams make use of the same
frequency causing cochannel interference that must be duly considered in the link
closure condition that becomes:

(3)

3.5. Required Input Data
The lack of satellite propagation studies in Myanmar, especially for higher

frequencies of ka-band. In this paper, the main focused is to analyze the signal
impairment in ka band. The above mentioned satellite in Myanmar is launched in both
ku band and c band. So, the Malaysia Satellite MEASAT is used as a reference
satellite. Input data required for the model and the step-by-step procedure for
calculating the attenuation distribution is given below:

latitude, longitude of the earth station-ψ (deg);

altitude of the earth station above the mean sea level-hS (km);

point rainfall rate for 0.01% of an average year-R0.01(mm/h);

percentage exceeded probability for attenuation is to be calculated-p;

elevation angle-θ (deg);

frequency-f (GHz);

polarization angle-τ (deg);

effective earth radius-Re=8500 km
Table 1. Rainfall Data for Five Locations in Myanmar.

Monthy rainfall (inch) Yangon Mandalay Naypyitaw Meiktila Sittwe
JAN 1.89 0.00 1.77 0.12 0.16
FEB 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.35 0.47
MAR 5.00 1.38 1.14 0.79 0.00
APR 0.20 2.87 2.95 2.72 4.06
MAY 16.22 8.39 6.93 4.21 18.39
JUN 22.32 3.0 9.53 7.13 54.69
JUL 22.60 2.60 3.94 3.11 45.79
AUG 24.12 16.46 12.91 8.239 43.27
SEP 21.18 3.27 14.57 6.61 33.74
OCT 7.01 9.84 9.37 6.46 17.20
NOV Trace 0.20 0.19 0.12 0.00
DEC 0.00 0.51 0.24 1.10 0.91

Table 2. Parameter of the Terrestrial and Satellite Link for Ka Band in Kuala Lumpur.

Parameter Terrestrial Link Satellite Link
Frequency (GHZ) 20 30
Length (Km) 0.301 (km) 0.301 (km)
Elevation angle 0 34.8
Polarization Vertical Vertical
Longitude 11.3E 11.3E
Latitude 16.78N 16.78N

Altitude [km] 0.087 (km) 0.087 (km)
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Table 1 gives the Rainfall Data for Five Locations in Myanmar. Table 2 gives the
Parameter of the Terrestrial and Satellite Link for Ka Band in Kuala Lumpur. Figure 1
demonstrates the Flowchart for Process Plan. Figure 2 mentions the Flowchart for
Rain Attenuation for Terrestrial Link. Figure 3 expresses the Flowchart for Rain
Attenuation for Satellite Link.

Figure 1. Flowchart for Process
Plan.

Figure 2. Flowchart for Rain
Attenuation for Terrestrial Link.

Figure 3. Flowchart for
Rain Attenuation for
Satellite Link.

4. Results and Discussions
Assume that the recorded data are measured from beacon of the Malaysia satellite

(MEASAT) Kuala Lumpur location have been chosen to predict the rain attenuation.
All of the results are evaluated by MATLAB Graphic User Interface (GUI). The
results can be described into two main groups:

Analysis of rain attenuation for terrestrial link

Analysis of rain attenuation for satellite link

Figure 4 shows the Rain Attenuation Prediction for Terrestrial Link in Kuala
Lumpur Location for the Rainfall Rate of Yangon.

Table 3 gives the Rain Attenuation Prediction for Five Locations in Myanmar.
Figure 5 illustrates the Transform Rain Attenuation Time Function for the Satellite
Link in Kuala Lumpur Location for the Rainfall Rate of Yangon. Table 4 gives the
Transform Rain Attenuation Time Function for the Satellite Link for Five Locations
in Myanmar.

The performance comparison of this work with [13,14] is confirmed that the
developed analysis met the suitable results for real application.
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Figure 4. Rain Attenuation Prediction for Terrestrial Link in Kuala Lumpur Location for the
Rainfall Rate of Yangon.

Figure 5. The Transform Rain Attenuation Time Function for the Satellite Link in Kuala Lumpur
Location for the Rainfall Rate of Yangon.

Table 3. Rain Attenuation Prediction for Five Locations in Myanmar.

Location Rain attenuation for Terrestrial Link
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Yangon 0.282623
Mandalay 0.102556
Naypyitaw 0.137633
Meiktila 0.551547
Sittwe 0.8507450

Table 4. The Transform Rain Attenuation Time Function for the Satellite Link for Five Locations
in Myanmar.

Location The transform Rain Attenuation Time Function for the Satellite Link
Yangon 1.7327
Mandalay 0.65052
Naypyitaw 0.8649
Meiktila 0.53461
Sittwe 3.2943

5. Conclusion
In this study, contemporary research activity regarding the improvement of the

propagation channel for Earth-Space propagation at Ka band has been reported. The
channel models are indispensable for the simulation of adaptive satellite
communications systems using FMT. A set of channel models has been
technologically advanced with amalgamated theoretical basis. Methodologies have
been intended for long term testing of channel models, and for short term event-based
testing of channel models. Direct long-term measurements of rain attenuation for all
the ground terminals locations in an operational network are not practical,
consequently transformation and predicted methods must be accustomed make the
best estimate of the predictable attenuation for each location. The results of one-year
measurement of rain attenuation of microwave signal propagating at 20 GHz have
been mentioned. The measured rain data are collected under the Ministry of
Communications, Post and Telegraph and department of meteorology and hydrology
in Kabaaye Township in Yangon under the Ministry of Transport in Myanmar. The
other input data are assigned the Malaysia satellite (MEASAT) Kuala Lumpur
location have been preferred to predict the rain attenuation. The rainfall data is
collected in monthly for one year. Rain attenuation was measured during rainy events
that took place in the period of 2011.
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